Engineering Lab Standard Terms and Conditions
1.

Contract and Acceptance.
These standard terms and conditions (“T&Cs”) for the performance of engineering lab services by Senior Aerospace SSP,
a division of Senior Operations LLC (“SSP”), shall govern the customer’s purchase of testing and other services provided
by SSP (the “Work”). The customer’s submission of a request, order, or sample to SSP for Work will, upon SSP’s written
acceptance of such request, order, or sample, constitute an express contract of which these T&Cs are a material part
(the “Contract”). No custom, trade, usage, course of dealing, or any statement in any advertisement or brochure or
other document shall be implied or incorporated into the Contract and is expressly excluded, unless it is specifically
stated in these T&Cs.

2.

Changes to Terms and Conditions.
No provision in these T&Cs may be varied or waived except by a writing specifically describing such variance or waiver
and signed by an authorized representative of SSP. SSP’s acceptance or acknowledgement, even if in writing and signed
by SSP, of customer’s order form, purchase request, or any other document pertaining to the Work will not be deemed
an acceptance of any provision of customer that conflicts with or adds to these T&Cs. IN THE EVENT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS SET FORTH IN ANY ORDER FORM, PURCHASE REQUEST, OR OTHER DOCUMENT PROVIDED BY CUSTOMER ADDS
TO OR CONFLICTS WITH THESE T&Cs, THESE T&Cs SHALL PREVAIL AND GOVERN.

3.

Pricing and Payment. All testing will be billed as it is completed and for prolonged test programs, billed monthly.
SSP’s quoted prices for Work are solely for the performance of the Work and do not include freight, insurance,
inspection, or packaging charges, warehousing or storage costs, or any sales, use, excise, customs, or other duties,
taxes, or fees (“Costs”). The Costs are to be paid by customer and any Costs paid by SSP will be promptly reimbursed
by customer. The quoted pricing may include a minimum charge for each sample submitted. Hard copies of test reports
are available for a fee of $200 each. Pricing includes up to 2 procedural changes to the test program and up to 2 hours
for changes to the test report; additional procedural or report changes will be invoiced at the rate of $150/hour.
Written and oral quotations may be withdrawn by SSP at any time and are valid for a maximum of 60 days from the date
issued. Customer payment for SSP invoices is due within 30 days of the invoice date. Payments not made when due will
accrue interest on the unpaid balance at the lesser of (i) 1.5% per month (18% per annum) or (ii) the maximum rate
permitted under applicable law. Customer agrees to pay reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred by SSP in the
collection of past due invoices and account balances. SSP may suspend performance at any time if customer payment
is overdue for past Work.

4.

Scheduling, Delay, and Cancellation. Testing will be scheduled when a purchase order is received and accepted by
SSP. In order for SSP to reserve test facilities for the requested test services, a firm commitment will be required. If
a test program is cancelled by customer, customer will be charged: (i) a cancellation fee equal to 15% of order value;
(ii) payment for all Work performed before receipt of written notice of cancellation and stop-work order; and (iii) all
third-party expenses incurred by SSP in relation to the Work which could not be reasonably avoided after receipt of
cancellation, as determined by SSP. Any delays or postponement of scheduled testing by customer may result in
additional charges for each scheduled day affected or cancellation of testing altogether.

5.

Customer Property, Equipment, and Samples. The type of material, tolerances, and specifications for processing
customer property and samples will be specified in writing to SSP prior to commencing Work or it will be deemed not
to have been known by SSP. Customer will provide the required special fittings, hoses, connectors, cables, an d other
non-standard hardware necessary to successfully complete the requested tests. SSP will not be responsible and will
not have any liability for any costs or losses resulting from destruction of customer property or samples unless clearly
marked “DO NOT DESTROY” both (i) in the Contract and (ii) on the property or samples. If properly marked, SSP’s
liability for damage will be limited to the lesser of either (i) the value of the property or samples or (ii) the cost of the
Work performed on the damaged property or samples pursuant to the Contract. Title to the property and samples and
all risk of loss or damage to such will remain with customer at all times. Customer will make all arrangements, be
responsible for all costs, and bear all risks for transport of the property and samples to and from SSP. Customer will
not be entitled to the return of the property or samples until all sums overdue and owing to SSP have been paid.
Customer agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless SSP and its affilia tes from any and all claims and damages,
monetary or otherwise, that arise out of or relate to any claimed deficiency or defect in the property , equipment, or
samples it provides to SSP in connection with the Work to be performed by SSP. Customer agrees t o reimburse SSP for
any damage to SSP equipment or facilities caused by deficiencies or defects in customer supplied property, equipment,
or samples.
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6.

Warranty. SSP warrants that it will complete the Work in a satisfactory and workmanlike manner consistent with
industry standards as determined by SSP. SSP will exercise commercially reasonable efforts to complete the Work and
provide a report of the results of the Work by a reasonable date requested in writing by customer and agreed to by SSP,
but shall not be liable for (i) any delay in customer’s performance of projects or delivery of goods, or (ii) any damages
incurred by customer due to such delay. SSP’s performance of all Work is subject to SSP’s schedules, capacity,
capabilities, other customer demands and priorities, and governmental priorities and regulations. EXCEPT AS EXPLICITLY
SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION, SSP MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, AND ALL
SUCH WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED. No employee, agent, or other person is authorized to give any
warranties on behalf of SSP in addition to or different from those stated herein, or to assume for SSP any other liability
in connection with the Work.

7.

Use of Test Results. The results of the Work (“Reports”) constitute confidential information that is to be protected
and will be used solely to (i) assist customer in completing its internal requirements; (ii) comply with customer’s
customer requirements for the delivery and use of the data recited in t he Reports; (iii) respond to a court order or
subpoena; or (iv) respond as required by law. Except for the allowed uses stated herein, neither SSP or customer will
disclose the results or any details of the Work to any third party without the prior writte n consent of the other party.
Customer will not present or publish a Report except in full as delivered by SSP and will not use the Report in any
manner that might reflect unfavorably on SSP or include statements, interpretations, or comments that could b e
misleading or false. If SSP is requested or required to present its Work in forums including court, government
investigations, or other legal or government proceedings, customer will be charged an additional hourly fee for such
presentation and preparation therefore, as reasonably determined by SSP.

8.

Customer Remedies. The sole and exclusive remedy of customer and its customers, employees, agents, and other
affiliates for any claim against SSP based on or relating to any claimed deficiency in the Work or otherwise relating to
the Work, whether such claim is based on contract, tort, professional errors or omissions, strict liab ility, or negligence,
and whether such claim is for property damage, personal injury, commercial loss, or other monetary loss, will be (i) re performance of the Work at issue; or (ii) refund or credit to customer in the amount of the price paid for the por tion
of the Work at issue. Such remedies are available only if SSP agrees that a deficiency in the Work exists (after being
allowed to inspect all property and records relevant to the claimed deficiency) and SSP is notified of the claimed
deficiency within 30 days of discovery thereof and within 120 days of completion of the Work.

9.

Limitation of Liability. Except as specifically set forth herein, SSP will not be liable to customer or any other person
or entity for any loss or damage directly or indirectly arising from its performance of the Work, including without
limitation any damage to customer’s or another’s property or any personal injury. SSP will not be liable for any loss or
damage arising from the use of property upon which the Work is performed or for any special, incidental, or
consequential damages (including any punitive or exemplary damages to the extent permitted by law). In no event will
SSP be liable for any damages in an amount greater than the cost of the Work at issue, whether such da mages arise
from breach of this Contract, in tort, by violation of any law, or otherwise. Under no circumstances will SSP be
responsible for any additional costs or damages not specified herein and customer acknowledges and accepts these
limitations and recognizes that SSP bases its price for performance of Work on the existence and enforceabil ity of such
limitations.

10. Export Control. The parties agree to comply with all export control statutes and regulations including without
limitation the relevant legislation in the countries where the parties are established, the U.S. International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (“ITAR”), and the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”), as applicable to their activities and
obligations under this Contract. When export control laws apply, each party will implement policies and procedures to
ensure compliance with such laws and to control access to any technical data disclosed under this Contract.
11. Additional Terms.
a) Severability. If any part of this Contract is held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, the Contract will
in all other respects be valid and enforceable.
b) Governing Law/Dispute Resolution. This Contract will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the state of California, without regard to the California conflict of laws principles. In the event of a dispute
between the parties, the parties will attempt to resolve the dispute using mediation conducted in Los Angeles
County, CA. If the dispute is not resolved through mediation, the parties agree to binding arbitration in Los Angeles
County, CA.
c) Waiver. A waiver by either party does not affect the right to require strict compliance in the future. Any waiver
must be in writing and signed by the party who has made the waiver.
d) Entire Agreement. This Contract with these T&Cs contain the entire understanding of the parties regarding the Work
and all other matters addressed herein.
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